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Abstract
Caching content on mobile devices reduces
not only the transmission of backhaul links but
also the latency of content acquisition. However,
in the existing caching schemes, the joint effect
of the caching-aware indicator of users and content dimensions on the caching strategy is not
considered. Thus, how to learn fine-grained caching-aware indicators and design caching schemes
are still challenging issues. In order to solve these
problems, in this article, we first propose the cognitive caching architecture and give the fine-grained
caching-aware indicators metric. Then we design
a cognitive caching scheme that includes what to
do in cognitive caching and how to do cognitive
caching. Finally, experimental results show that the
proposed cognitive caching scheme is superior to
other caching schemes in terms of learning regret
and caching cost.

Introduction

With the rapid growth of mobile devices, wireless traffic data has also been increasing rapidly.
According to Cisco, mobile data traffic will reach
49 EB per month by 2021 [1]. This will bring a
great burden to the radio network. To meet the
requirements for high-speed transmission of a
large amount of mobile data, the base stations
have to be ultra-densely deployed in the fifth
generation (5G) network [2]. By adopting such a
dense deployment, the network capacity can be
significantly increased [3]. However, this densified
deployment poses a challenge to the backhaul
link.
In order to address this challenge, researchers have proposed edge caching. That is, during
off-peak periods of the network, the popular content can be proactively cached on edge clouds
or mobile devices. Caching strategy based on
the edge cloud has been widely studied [4, 5]. In
this article, we focus on mobile device caching,
which refers to caching content on mobile devices.
Neighboring mobile devices can obtain requested
content through device-to-device (D2D) communication [6], which not only alleviates the pressure
on the backhaul link but also reduces the transmission delay. Therefore, mobile caching has attracted
much attention.
There are many studies on wireless mobile
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caching that separately analyze the effects of user
mobility, mobile devices’ storage, content popularity, and so on. Considering that the mobility of users
may increase the probability of D2D encounters
between users, Chen et al. [7] designed a green
and mobility-aware caching scheme by jointly optimizing user mobility and transmission power, which
can not only improve the content cache hit ratio,
but also reduce energy consumption. Based on
the user mobility model, Wang et al. [8] improved
the data offloading rate by establishing a mobility-aware caching strategy. Furthermore, Muller et
al. [9] established a content caching strategy with
the cache hit ratio as a target, taking into account
user context. Considering the content popularity,
Yang et al. [10] aimed to improve the cache hit
ratio by predicting content popularity.
However, all these caching strategies consider
the impact of a single cache metric on the caching strategy. In this article, we call the factors that
affect caching caching-aware indicators and divide
them into two categories: user caching-aware
indicators and content caching-aware indicators. Furthermore, the cache indicators of users
and content interact mutually. Thus, in the actual caching scheme design, we need to take into
account the user caching-aware indicators (e.g.,
heterogeneity of storage and computing resources
of mobile devices) and content caching-aware indicators (e.g., content size and popularity). We name
these composite metrics fine-grained caching-aware
indicators and consider their impact on caching
schemes.
When considering fine-grained caching-aware
indicators, we need not only to give its metric, but
also to consider the impact of its randomness on
cache decisions. For example, in mobile caching,
the D2D communication links and content popularity among users change randomly over time, and
these changes are uncertain. Moreover, the randomness of the fine-grained caching-aware indicators make traditional caching schemes inapplicable.
How to learn fine-grained caching-aware indicators
online and make cache decisions will be a challenge for mobile caching. Fortunately, multi-arm
bandit (MAB) learning as a kind of reinforcement
learning has been widely applied in sequential decision making [11]. It can make optimal decisions
by learning what is unknown (i.e., exploration) and
using what is learned (i.e., exploitation). The tradi-
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tional MAB algorithm selects the best arm from a
set of candidate arms by balancing exploration and
exploration. However, cognitive caching needs to
learn the fine-grained caching-aware indicators to
select multiple candidate mobile devices, which is
more complex than the traditional MAB problem.
Furthermore, the existing caching strategies
are mainly focused on improving network performance [12]. In order to make mobile caching
more practical, the economic problems caused by
resource consumption in mobile caching need to
be addressed [13]. These problems can be divided
into two parts: storage cost problems and transmission cost problems. Storage cost problems refer to
the content cache on a mobile device, which occupies the storage capacity of the mobile device,
so the network operator needs to pay a certain
fee for using that storage resource. On the other
hand, transmission cost problems refer to the consumption of transmission resources of a mobile
device when it transmits the cached content to the
requesting user, and in this case, the network operator also needs to pay a certain fee. As for wireless
mobile caching, most studies only consider a single
cost when designing the caching strategy.
To address these problems, in this article, we
propose a cognitive caching architecture and
scheme to minimize the caching cost. Specifically, we first introduce the cognitive caching architecture and model the fine-grained caching-aware
indicator. Then, based on the MAB theory, we propose a cognitive caching scheme by learning finegrained caching-aware indicators online. Finally,
we evaluate the cognitive caching by a simulation
experiment. The experiment results show that the
cognitive caching scheme has lower caching cost
and learning regret than the traditional caching
schemes.
In summary, the contributions of this article are
as follows:
• To the best of our knowledge, the concept of
caching-aware indicators is introduced for the
first time. Furthermore, we give the cognitive
caching architecture and the fine-grained caching-aware indicators metric.
• Based on the MAB theory, we design a cognitive caching scheme that includes what to do
in cognitive caching and how to do cognitive
caching by learning fine-grained caching-aware
indicators (e.g., user location, mobile device
status) online.
• Extensive experiments demonstrate that the
proposed cognitive caching strategy is superior
to other caching strategies in terms of learning
regret and caching cost.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In the following section we give the cognitive
caching architecture. Next, the cognitive caching
scheme is introduced. Then we present the experimental setup and results for cognitive caching.
Finally, we conclude the article.

Cognitive Caching Architecture

In this section, we present the cognitive caching
architecture. To be specific, we first introduce the
caching-aware indicator, going from coarse- to
fine-grained. Then we propose the cognitive caching architecture. Finally, we give the fine-grained
caching-aware indicators metric.
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Coarse-grained

Consider only one or more of the user caching-aware indicators (e.g., time,
location, age, occupation, device, network condition) or content caching-aware
indicators (e.g., content size, popularity, type)

Fine-grained

Consider both user and content caching-aware indicators closely

TABLE 1. The comparison of coarse-grained and fine-grained caching-aware

indicators.

Caching-Aware Indicator: From Coarse-to-Fine
For mobile device caching, we give the concept of caching-aware indicators, which include
user caching-aware indicators and content caching-aware indicators. The user caching-aware
indicators include the user’s location, time,
mobile device status, and so on. The content
caching-aware indicators contain content size,
type, popularity, and so on. When considering
caching-aware indicators, existing mobile caching schemes consider only one factor in a coarsegrained manner. For example, considering the
user’s mobility, a mobility-aware caching strategy
is proposed [7]. However, this caching strategy
does not take into account the change of a user’s
request for content caused by the user’s mobility, thus affecting the design of caching strategy,
especially when users request location-based content. Therefore, we call these caching strategies
coarse-grained caching-aware indicators-based
caching strategies.
From the above discussion, we can see that
the existing caching scheme has limitations in user
granularity and content granularity, and we need to
consider fine-grained caching-aware indicators. Furthermore, existing caching strategies do not take
both user and content granularity into account.
Thus, we consider not only the fine-grained cache
metrics, but also user and content granularity.
Table 1 gives the comparison of coarse-grained
and fine-grained caching-aware indicators.

Cognitive Caching Architecture

We propose the cognitive caching architecture,
as shown in Fig. 1. The architecture includes heterogeneous mobile devices and an edge cloud.
Mobile devices can be either content requesters
or content servers, and each mobile device has
a certain amount of storage capacity, which can
cache the content. Furthermore, mobile devices
can communicate directly via out-of-band D2D
link (e.g., Bluetooth), or through in-band D2D
links (e.g., base-station-assisted D2D architecture).
Since the out-of-band D2D link is unstable and difficult to control, in this article, we consider in-band
D2D links. The in-band D2D link assumes that the
base station knows which devices can communicate with each other in D2D communication.
However, the base station does not have prior
knowledge of user and content caching-aware
indicators. Furthermore, edge cloud has a certain
storage and computing capacity to compute and
store user and content fine-grained caching-aware
indicators.
To achieve cognitive caching, we need to
deploy a caching agent on edge cloud that
includes a learning module and a selection module, as shown in Fig. 1. The learning module learns
user and content caching-aware indicators. The
selection module makes cache decisions based
on the learning module, that is, selecting which
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FIGURE 1. Illustration of cognitive caching architecture.

devices are connected to the request content
device for caching. The specific process is as follows. When the caching agent receives the user
content request, the caching agent first observes
which devices are connected to the request content device through D2D communication. Then,
by observing connected devices’ and users’ caching-aware indicators, edge cloud formulates the
caching scheme through learning users and content caching-aware indicators in real time. Thus,
through cognitive caching, we implement learning
while caching.

Fine-Grained Caching-Aware Indicators Metric

Through the discussion above, for content caching, it is important to note that both the user
caching-aware indicator and the content caching-aware indicator affect the user cache scheme.
For instance, when a user is in a static state and a
network is in good condition, users tend to cache
high-quality video content, while when user mobility is high and network condition is poor, users
tend to cache low-quality video content. Therefore, in this article, we consider the fine-grained
caching-aware indicator of both user and content,
and decide how to choose the caching mobile
devices to minimize the caching cost while ensuring high service quality.
Specifically, the user’s fine-grained caching-aware indicators include the time, location,
and device status (e.g., device storage capacity,
battery status), which have multiple dimensions.
Considering the disunity of these indicator units, to
unify these indicators, we use min-max normalization to normalize the user caching-aware indicator
to the range [0, 1]. For example, we present the
user’s age and occupation normalization. For age,
we can divide 0 to 100 years old into 10 parts on
average and normalize them to the range of [0,
1]. For example, age 23 corresponds to 0.23 and
falls within the range [0.2, 0.3]. For occupations, if
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there are 20 occupations in total, we randomly sort
the occupations and divide the interval of [0, 1]
into 20 parts on average. Thus, the second-ranked
occupation (e.g., student) falls in the range of [0.1,
0.2].
Furthermore, similar to the user fine-grained
caching-aware indicators standardization, we normalize multidimensional content caching-aware
indicators (e.g., the size of the content, content
popularity) to the range [0,1]. Furthermore, we join
the caching-aware indicators of user and content.
To represent the fine-grained caching-aware indicators of users and content, we set up a hypercube
with a value of [0,1]. For example, if a user is 23
years old, a student, and caches 21Mb of content,
the user falls into a [0.2, 0.3]  [0.1, 0.2]  [0.2,
0.3] hypercube. Thus, we give the metric of finegrained caching-aware indicators.
We give a simple example of how to use finegrained indicators of user and content. Specifically, at time slot t, the caching agent receives the
request for video from user Alice, and observes
that there are three users, Bob, Cindy, and Eva,
within Alice’s D2D communication range. By learning the fine-grained caching-aware indicators of
users and video, the caching agent knows that Eva
can cache this content better. Then the caching
agent selects Eva to cache the video, and Eva transmits the cached video to Alice.

Cognitive Caching Scheme

In this section, we propose the cognitive caching
scheme as shown in Figs. 2 and 3, which includes
what to do in cognitive caching and how to do
cognitive caching.

What to do Cognitive Caching

We illustrate what to do in cognitive caching in
Fig. 2. As shown in Fig. 2, there are four candidate content servers in the D2D communication
range of a content requester. By learning the fine-
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FIGURE 2. Illustration of what to do in cognitive caching in a device to device network.

grained caching-aware metrics of users and content, the caching agent selects two of them for
content caching. Thus, we need to address two
key challenges in our cognitive caching design:
1. How to select candidate content servers
according to the fine-grained caching-aware
indicators. Due to mobile device mobility,
D2D connections between mobile devices are
dynamic, and the fine-grained caching indicators are random, which make it difficult to predict.
2. How to motivate the content server to cache
content. This is due to the fact that caching and
transmitting content occupies the storage and
communication resources of the content server.
To address these challenge, we assume that the
system is running in a discrete period of time, and
the mobility does not change much; thus, the users
will not leave base station coverage in a given time
slot. Furthermore, we consider the caching-aware
indicators of the requested content and user, and
decide how to choose the content caching device
so that the requesting user can obtain the requested content through D2D communication. Specifically, when the content requester acquires the
content through D2D communication, there is a
user that caches the content, and this user transmits the content to the requester. Therefore, we
can obtain the transmission delay. Furthermore,
based on [12], we assume that at time slot t, the
base station knows that users can achieve D2D
communication, but does not know the transmission rate. This is because the transmission rate is
related to random caching-aware indicators.
Now, we give the probability that the user
requester will get the content through D2D
communication. In D2D networks, when a content requester requests a content, it first observes
whether it caches that content itself. If the content
is already cached, it can be obtained directly. If
there is no such content in the cache, the content
requester observes whether the requested content
can be obtained from a user encountered through
D2D communication. If the content cannot be
obtained through D2D communication within the predefined deadline, the content request-
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FIGURE 3. Illustration of how to do cognitive caching.

er acquires the requested content from the edge
cloud. Therefore, when the transmission delay is
less than the given deadline, the requested content can be obtained through D2D communication. Otherwise, the requested content cannot be
obtained through D2D communication.
Furthermore, in a D2D caching network, caching content on a mobile device can reduce the
content transmission cost. However, the content
cached on a mobile device occupies its storage
resource. Therefore, network operators have to
pay a certain fee to motivate mobile users to participate in mobile device caching. Specifically, we
assume that a content requester can communicate
with bt users through D2D communication in time
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(a)

(b)

FIGURE 4. Learning regret under greedy caching scheme, cognitive caching scheme bt = 19, cognitive caching scheme bt = 25, and

oracle caching scheme: a) average learning regret under different caching schemes; b) cumulative learning regret under different
caching schemes.
slot t. As for the caching cost, if we already know
the price of the storage unit of the content server,
when bt users are selected to cache, we can obtain
the total storage cost.
In addition to the storage cost, we also need to
consider the content transmission cost. Specifically,
the transmission cost includes the cost of obtaining
content from the base station and from a mobile
device, respectively. Furthermore, the communication cost of a content transmission from the base
station is greater than that through mobile devices. Thus, we can obtain the caching cost, which
includes storage cost and transmission cost. Specifically, when the requested content can be obtained
through D2D communication, the caching cost
contains storage cost and D2D transmission cost.
However, when the requested content cannot
be obtained through D2D communication, the
caching cost includes storage cost and base station
transmission cost.
According to the above analysis, our goal is to
minimize the caching cost by selecting the appropriate candidate content servers based on the user
and content fine-grained caching-aware indicators.
Based on the above model and the at-least-one
probabilistic rule, we can obtain the expectation
of the caching cost. Thus, we can give the cognitive caching optimization problem. Specifically, in
time slot t, the cache agent knows the total number of content servers that can communicate with
the content requester through D2D communication, so the constraint of the optimization problem
is that the decision cache device is less than the
total number of content servers set. The goal of
optimization is to minimize the expectation of the
caching cost. For the cognitive caching problem,
the caching agent needs to deal with continuously
random caching-aware indicators.

How to Do Cognitive Caching

As for the cognitive caching problem, our goal is
to reduce the caching cost of a network operator
as much as possible on the basis of ensuring the
quality of user service. If the network operator
(e.g., edge cloud) has prior knowledge about the
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caching-aware indicators, the cognitive caching
problem can be transformed into a problem of
solving the smallest subset, which can be solved
by using a greedy algorithm. However, the caching-aware indicators of users and content change
over time, and the D2D connections between
users are dynamic. Thus, the network operator
cannot have a priori knowledge about the caching-aware indicators. To solve it, we discuss how
to do cognitive caching, that is, deploy caching strategy by learning the fine-grained caching-aware indicators online.
The cognitive caching problem can be mapped
to a MAB problem. The traditional MAB problem has a fixed number of arms and an unknown
reward [14]. In the MAB problem, the user is
faced with multiple arms. In every time slot, the
user can select an arm to observe the reward of
an unexplored arm (i.e., exploration) or choose
the best reward arm based on the arms that have
been selected (i.e., exploitation). Then, through
balanced exploration and exploitation, an appropriate optimal arm is selected. In cognitive caching,
we aim to select the content server with the minimum caching cost under the influence of the finegrained caching -aware indicator. Thus, the number
of content servers is considered to be equivalent to
arms in the MAB problem. The caching cost can
be equal to the reward, but it should be noted that
the goal is to minimize the reward.
The upper confidence bound (UCB) is a classical solution to the MAB problem. Thus, in this
article, we use the UCB algorithm to address the
cognitive caching problem. However, the cognitive caching problem is different from the traditional UCB solution, because the caching agent
needs to consider the fine-grained caching-aware
indicators and select multiple content servers (i.e.,
st) at each time slot. Thus, in order to solve this
problem, we improve and extend the existing UCB
algorithm and propose a cognitive caching algorithm that can make the cache decisions according
to the fine-grained caching-aware indicator. The
illustration of cognitive caching is shown in Fig. 3.
First, the caching agent observes the fine-grained
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caching-aware indicators of user and content, and
divides them into hypercubes. Then the caching
agent decides which content to select and cache
through the cognitive algorithm. Finally, the caching agent obtains the reward based on the caching
cost.
Now, we describe how to do cognitive caching in detail. We first give the number of times of
selecting each content server at time slot t. When
the content server is caching contents, we can
obtain the caching cost that needs to be paid to
the content server. Then we normalize the finegrained caching-aware indicators in time slot t to
the range [0, 1] and apply the fine-grained caching-aware indicators to the caching decision.
Finally, the caching agent selects a content server
based on the number of times the content server
is explored, fine-grained caching-aware indicators,
and caching cost.
For the number of times the content server is
explored, based on the traditional UCB, if there
is an unexplored content server at time slot t, the
caching agent will select this content server, make
it cache the contents at time slot t, and obtain the
caching cost. Moreover, the caching agent will
update the number of times the content server has
been selected. It should be noted that for the cognitive caching problem, the caching agent needs
to consider the fine-grained caching-aware indicators and select st content servers at time slot t. We
present content server selection based on the finegrained caching-aware indicator in the next.
For the fine-grained caching-aware indicators
and caching cost, because the caching cost is nonlinear, the caching decision of content servers is
related to the caching cost of all the candidate content servers and the caching-aware indicators of
each candidate content server. Thus, in the process
of selecting the cache servers, we use the average
caching cost. The learning process of the cognitive
caching is as follows: Based on the observed finegrained metrics of users and content, the caching
agent exploits the content servers with lower average caching cost, and explores candidate content
servers that have not yet been fully explored. Thus,
the cognitive caching selection balances exploration and exploitation.
Furthermore, we use average learning regret
and cumulative regret to evaluate the cognitive
caching algorithm. The average learning regret
refers to the difference between the caching cost
of the selected content servers and the minimum
caching cost achieved by the optimal content servers. The cumulative regret refers to the cumulative
regrets over time. We choose st to make the learning regret smallest.

Performance Evaluation

In this section, we present the cognitive caching
performance evaluation. In the experiment, we
assume that mobile devices are randomly distributed within the coverage range of the base station. We divide the time horizon into 600 time
slots. For the fine-grained caching-aware indicator,
we set the dimension of the fine-grained caching-aware indicator space to 30. Furthermore, to
assess the impact of candidate content servers
on cognitive caching, we present two scenarios.
In the first scenario, we assume that there are 19
candidate content servers (i.e., bt = 19) around
IEEE Wireless Communications • February 2020

a content requester, and in the second scenario,
we set the number of candidate content servers
to be 25 (i.e., bt = 25). Moreover, the number
of content servers selected at each time slot t
is St = 3. We use different algorithms to obtain
the cumulative learning regret, average learning
regret, and caching cost to verify the proposed
cognitive caching algorithm.
For requested content, we set the deadline for
obtaining the content via D2D communication to
150 s. According to [13, 15], we set the caching
cost per bit to 35. The cost of transmission content
through D2D and edge cloud is set to 1 and 50,
respectively. Furthermore, to evaluate the cognitive
caching strategy, we compared cognitive caching
with the following mobile caching schemes.
Oracle Caching Scheme: This scheme assumes
that the caching agent already knows the content
servers, content fine-grained caching-aware indicator, and transmission rate.
Greedy Caching Scheme: In this scheme, we
use the UCB algorithm to greedily select st content servers, that is, st content servers with the least
caching cost are directly selected. For the oracle
and greedy schemes, we set the number of candidate content servers to 19.

We use learning regret
and cumulative regret
to evaluate the cognitive caching algorithm.
The learning regret
refers to the difference
between the caching
cost of the selected
content servers and the
minimum caching cost
achieved by the optimal content servers.
The cumulative regret
refers to the cumulative
regrets over time. We
choose st to make the
learning regret smallest.

Performance Analysis

In this experiment, we first evaluate the average learning regret for different mobile caching
schemes. As shown in Fig. 4a, the greedy caching
scheme, oracle caching scheme, and cognitive
caching scheme all tend to be stable at t = 150 s,
and the cognitive caching scheme tends to be stable faster than the greedy caching scheme. From
Fig. 4b, it can be concluded that the cumulative
learning regret of each caching scheme increases
linearly, so the average learning regret of these
schemes are convergent. Meanwhile, in Fig. 4b,
it can be seen that the growth rate of cumulative
learning regret of the cognitive caching scheme
is lower than that of the greedy caching scheme.
Furthermore, in Fig. 4, it can be seen that the
learning regret of the oracle caching scheme is
the lowest. This is because, in the oracle caching
scheme, it is assumed that the base station already
knows the fine-grained caching-aware indicators,
so the content is optimally cached. The greedy
caching scheme uses UCB to greedily select content servers from the candidate content server set.
Therefore, the average learning regret and cumulative learning regret of this scheme are the worst. In
addition, in Fig. 4, it can be seen that the cognitive
caching scheme performs significantly better than
the greedy caching scheme. This can be explained
by the fact that cognitive caching can learn the
fine-grained caching-aware indicators and then perform reasonable content caching.
In Fig. 5, it can be seen that the average caching
cost of the cognitive caching scheme is lower than
those of the greedy caching scheme after t = 100
s. Furthermore, from Figs. 4 and 5, we can see that
in the cognitive caching strategy, the average learning regret, cumulative learning regret, and average
caching cost decrease with the number of candidate content servers increasing. This is because as
the number of candidate content servers increases,
the cognitive caching scheme has more choices to
explore.
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Conclusion
In this article, we propose a cognitive caching architecture and scheme through the study
of fine-grained caching-aware indicators, which
can optimize caching cost. First, we propose the
cognitive caching architecture and a fine-grained
caching-aware indicator metric. Then, based on
the MAB theory, we design an online cognitive
caching scheme that includes what to do in cognitive caching and how to do cognitive caching.
Simulation results show that compared to the
other caching schemes, the proposed cognitive
caching scheme has lower learning regret and
caching cost. In future work, we will consider the
design of cognitive caching strategy in specific
scenarios, such as virtual reality scenarios. Furthermore, we will consider the cognitive caching
strategy in hierarchical network architecture.
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